Brent Hardcastle
If there’s one thing Brent Hardcastle loves better than flying,
it’s showing off. No stunt or maneuver is too difficult for him to
attempt. When he isn’t flying, he talks about flying.
Too arrogant for the military and having seen action against
pirates and marauders overseas as a mercenary, Brent now
earns his money as a stunt pilot at a local airfield, where he is
a hit with the ladies. He has been pals with Amelia and Doc
Davenport since they helped foil a kidnap plot against the Doc.
He has a secret crush on Amelia, whom he calls Duchess, but
doubts she could ever “fall for a rough guy like me.”

Advances
25: Two Fisted
30: Combat Reflexes
35: Spirit d8
40: Vigor d8 (Toughness 7 (1))
45: Dodge
50: Fighting d12 (Parry 8)
55: Steady Hands
60: Smarts d8
65: Level Headed
70: Dead Shot
75: Notice d8 & Stealth d8
80: Strength d8
85: —
90: Tough as Nails (Toughness 8 (1))
95: —
100: Shooting d12
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Brent Hardcastle
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Climbing

Stealth

Fighting

Survival
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Arrogant
Loyal
Phobia (Minor: bugs/
insects)

Notice
Piloting
Shooting

Ace
Ambidextrous
Luck
Quick Draw

Leather flying jacket (+1), two shoulder
holsters, pack of gum, $40

English
Arabic
Mandarin

2 Colt automatics

12/24/48
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2d6+1
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-

Shots 8, Semi-auto, 4 mags

Boot Knife

-

-
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-

-

-

